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geometryis just right, the false target appearson a
runway, which impairs situational awareness.If the
false target appearson a runway when an aircraft is
landing or taking off, then the controller must order
the pilot to abort the procedure.
There is presently no reliable way to provide
the ground controllers with the identity of the
aircraft causinga blob on the ASDE display. This
impairs situational awareness.If two blobs are
headingtoward eachother, the controller may not
always know whom to call on the radio; or, the
controller may inadvertently give the wrong aircraft
permissionto move.
Figure 1. ATCRBS operation

For all of the abovereasons,there hasbeena
long searchfor a technology that would provide
aircraft position and identity in all weatherover the
whole airport. A secondaryradar using the
transponderwould be ideal, but two obstacles
would have to be overcome. First, the rangehasan
uncertainty of about200 feet, due to randomnessin
the transponder’s“turnaround time”. The second
obstacleis reply garbling when severalaircraft
reply to the sameinterrogation.

The airspaceis partitioned into threedimensional“sectors”, eachthe responsibility of a
controller. He hasa Plan Position Indicator (PPI)
display which showsthe range,azimuth, altitude,
Mode A code,and speedfor eachplane. He
communicateswith the pilots using a dedicated
VHF radio frequency. The sectorsare arrangedto
provide excellent situational awareness.
The ASR doesnot provide surveillanceof the
airport surface,so the “ground’ controllers maintain
situational awarenessby looking out the windows,
of the Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT), or by
observingthe PPI of an Airport SurfaceDetection
Equipment(ASDE) primary radar. The ASDE has
a l/4 degreewide beam,a rangeof about 18,000
feet, and a I secondrotation period. It is often
mountedon top of the ATCT. The ASDE display
consistsof the radarreturns from the aircraft
overlaid on a map of the runways and taxiways.

An early attempt at airport beacon
surveillance
In the early 19705, Bendix Corporation
developeda systemto overcomethe obstacles[I].
The solution to garbling was a techniquethat
interrogatedonly one aircraft at a time by using two
narrow electronically steeredbeams. The Pl, P2,
andP3 pulseswere allocatedbetweenthe beamsso
that an interrogation appearedonly at the beam’s
intersection,as in Figure 2. The beamswere then
scannedto cover the airport once a second.

The ASDE detectionand accuracyis excellent
in favorableconditions. However, the resolution,is
insufficient to resolve aircraft that are close
together,suchas when lined up on taxiways or at
runway entrances.Also, the performanceis
degradedin rain, and at someairports parts of the
surfaceareblocked from view by terminal
buildings, etc.

To,overcomethe transponderturnaroundtime
uncertainty, threereceiversuniformly spaced
aroundthe airport perimetermeasuredthe reply’s
times of arrival with a quantization of 10 ns
(equivalentto 10 feet). The times were differenced
(cancelingout the unknown reply emissiontime)
and usedto form hyperbolas,which intersectat the
aircraft’s position. This is called multilateration.
Within the triangle, and not too close to a vertex,
the hyperbolasintersectat reasonableanglesso that
the positional accuracyis on the order of 20 feet.
That is, the “Geometric Dilution Of Precision”

Falsetargetscausedby reflections sometimes
appear. A typical mechanismis when the ASDE
pulsebouncesoff the tail of an aircraft and is
reflectedtoward a terminal building. The pulse
reflectsoff the building and back to the ASDE off
the tail, creatinga detection at the azimuth of the
real aircraft, but at a greaterrange. When the
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(GDOP) is generally less than 2. The antennas
were too expensiveto implement the system.

Figure 3. Mode S interrogation scheduling
The off boresight measurementpermits
accurateazimuth measurementsusing only a single
pulse within a single reply (i.e., monopulse)rather
than requiring several replies, and taking the
azimuth as the antennapointing direction when the
middle reply is received (41. Monopulse allows a
lowering of the interrogation rate to the older
ATCRBS transponders.Mode S standardswere
adoptedby the international aviation community,
and the scheduleof transponderinstallation was
proddedby the Threat alert and Collision
Avoidance System(TCAS).

Figure 2. Interrogation by intersecting beams

The Mode S upgrade of ATCRBS
In the 1960’s there was tremendousgrowth in
aviation. Rules were madeto require transponder
equipagein much of the airspace,and many more
ATCRBS systemswere installed. The beacon
frequenciesbecomecongested,with predictions for
even more congestion. There were more
transpondersin the beam,leading to more garbling.
Since the loading on the reply link is related to the
product of the number of transponderstimes the
number of ATCRBS systems,both of which were
increasing,ATCRBS was approachingsaturation

Collisions between commercial
aircraft: TCAS

m.

A principle function of the FAA is the
separationof controlled aircraft. Unfortunately, the
systemis not perfect and collisions have occurred.
A famousmidair occurred on 25 September1978,
in SanDiego, between a Pacific Southwestplane
and a Cessna,killing all 135 on the airliner, 2 in the
Cessna,and 7 on the ground. A famous runway
collision occurred on 27 March 1977,at SantaCruz
de Tenerife Airport, betweena KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines 747 and a PanAmerican World Airways
747, killing 582 persons.

Therefore, the FAA decidedto develop a new
systemand associatedtransponder,called the
Discrete AddressBeacon System(DABS, now
called Mode S, for “Selective interrogation”). It
was to be backward compatible with the ATCRBS
interrogatorsand transponders. The two main
featuresof Mode S are that eachtransponderhasa
unique 24 bit address,and that the antennacan
measurethe off boresight angle of the received
replies [3].

The midair collision problem received intense
effort in the 1970’s, mostly directed toward a
systemthat would use ATCRBS transpondersand
the new (but not yet implemented) Mode S
transponders.The idea was to provide a TCAS
aircraft with air-to-air surveillance, and have logic
that directs the pilot to ascendor descendto avoid a

The unique addressallows interrogations to be
individually scheduled(with knowledge of the
range) so that the replies are separatedin time, thus
eliminating garble as in Figure 3.
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collision [5]. TCAS surveillance for Mode S and
ATCRBS transpondersrequired two developments;
a meansfor TCAS to learn the Mode S addressof
nearbyaircraft, and a way to prevent garbled
ATCRBS replies.

passa law in the early 1990srequiring installation
on commercial airliners. It haspreventedseveral
midair collisions, and has vastly increasedthe
pilots’ situational awareness.

The Mode S addressproblem was solved by
adding a spontaneouslyemitted transpondersignal
containing the address.TCAS listens for this signal
and, when a previously unknown addressis heard,
makesaddressedinterrogationsto obtain the range
and altimeter reading. A small value of the range
divided by the tracked range-rateindicates danger.
The altitude is usedto decide if TCAS should
ascendor descend.

An attempt at airport beacon
surveillance for the military

The ATCRBS garble problem was potentially
worsethan for the ATCRBS ground interrogators,
becausethe TCAS antennais too small to makea
narrow beam. The problem was overcomeby
inventing a sequenceof interrogations at gradually
increasingpower. The lowest power interrogation
only elicits a reply from the closestintruder. The
higher poweredinterrogations include a pulse that
makesclose transpondersthink they are in the
sidelobeof an ATCRBS ground interrogator, so
they suppress.The techniqueis called “whisper
shout” and it is effective at eliciting (usually) only
one reply per interrogation, even if two aircraft are
at the samerange. This is becausethe aircraft tend
to have different antennagains towardsthe TCAS
aircraft. The whisper shout technique is illustrated
in Figure 4.

In the 1980’s,the Cardion Corporation
developeda military systemto provide
multilateration surveillance at test ranges[6]. The
military usedATCRBS transpondersexclusively,
and the systemproposedto modify them by adding
a device (“squitter package”) that would makethem
randomly emit a pair of replies with a precise
spacing,as in Figure 5. Three receivers on the
ground acceptonly such pairs, discarding the tens
of thousandsof replies resulting from hundredsof
ATCRBS transpondersbeing interrogatedby
dozensof ASRs and ARSRs. The systemwas not
implemented.
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Becauseof the Mode S transponder’ssquitter,
and the whisper shout technique, both of which
were developedfor TCAS, it was realized that a
garble free sourceof signals for multilateration on
the airport was potentially available. There were
two uncertainties.First, would the long Mode S
squitters successfullypropagatein the presenceof
the buildings on the airport surface. Secondly,
would whisper shout work on the airport surface.

High pmwr stop

Figure 4. Whisper shout technique
Becausethe TCAS systemwas expensiveto
install on aircraft, it was necessaryfor Congressto
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The squitter propagationquestion was
favorably resolvedby measurementsmadeby
Lincoln Laboratory at Boston’s Logan airport in
1985[71.

extensively under FAA supervision. The remainder
of this paper will describethe results.
~...~_-.“.-lnl

The question of whisper shout effectiveness
was investigatedwhen Cardion built a new system
that substitutedwhisper shout interrogationsfor the
squitter package. It was demonstratedat Atlanta’s
Hartsfield Airport in 1995.
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The effort was funded by an FAA/Lincoln
Laboratory contract. To facilitate testing, a
practical decision was madeto sendout the whisper
shout interrogations in pairs, using Mode A
interrogations (for identity) insteadof Mode C’(for
altitude) as TCAS uses. The technique showed
somepromise, but it was apparentthat requiring
two successfulinterrogations and three receptions
of both of the replies was probabilistically
demanding[8]. Figure 6 illustrates the
multilateration technique testedat Atlanta. The
“wing” antennashad gain toward the airport
surface.

Figure 7. Multilateration signals at DFW

Multilateration

Performance at DFW

The testsof the multilateration systemat DFW
usedtransponder-equippedtest vans, a commercial
sized Convair 580 Mode S test aircraft, a small
general aviation SaratogaATCRBS test aircraft,
and the operational aircraft of opportunity found on
the airport. The coverage,update rate, accuracy,
and ability of whisper shout to prevent garbling of
ATCRBS replies were all evaluated.

Receiver/transmitter deployment
Figure 8 is an aerial photographof the DFW
airport showing the receiver/transmitter

Figure 6. Multilateration at Atlanta

Final system design at Dallas/Ft
Worth (DFW) Airport
In 1999,the FAA contractedwith the Sensis
Corporation to build a new version, using whisper
shout with only one Mode A interrogation per
power level. Figure 7 showsthe signalsusedfor
multilateration at DFW. The systemwas installed
on the eastside of the DFW airport, and tested

Figure 8. Deployment of receiver/transmitters at
DFW
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locations, which were selectedas the highest
availablestructuresuniformly spacedaroundthe
perimeterof the eastside of the airport.

Coverage
The multilateration coveragewasevaluatedby
taxiing the Convair on the runways, taxiways, and
partially into the gateareas. In Figure 9a eachdot
(overlaid on the aerial photo) is a position wherea
Mode S squitter wasreceivedby 3 or more
receiver/transmitters,thus allowing a
multilateration position computation.The dots are
shownwithout the photo in Figure 9b. The
coveragewas96.8% on the surfacestraveled.

Accuracy
The accuracywas evaluatedby driving a van
on the runways and taxiways. The van was
equippedwith a Mode S transponderand with a
differentially correctedGPSreceiver, which was
usedto determinethe true position of the van. The
resultsfor a 3000 by 2300 foot section of the airport
are show in Figure 10. The gray dots are the true
positions, and the black are the multilateration
positions. Each small grid squareis 200 by 200
feet. The runways are typically 150feet wide, so it
is clear that the variability of the multilateration
positions is a small fraction of the runway width.
The sigmasin x and y in the figure are less than 20
feet. The letters identify the runways (35C and 3 1R)
and the taxiways (M, P, Q, and R).
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Figure 10. Accuracy

Whisper shqut interrogation coverage
The whisper shout interrogation coveragewas
evaluatedby taxiing the Saratogaon the runways
and taxiways. The ATCRBS antennawas mounted
on the bottom of the fuselage,less than 2 feet off
the ground. The results are shown in Figure 11.
Each dot is a raw multiIateration position of the
Saratoga,which indicates that whisper shout
successfullyinterrogatedthe transponder.(The
stray dots are false positions that can be filtered
out.) The interrogation coverageis excellent, with
only a few gapsnear x=5000, y=O. During the test,
receiver/transmitternumber 1 (RU 1) interrogated
intermittently, and RUs 4 and 5 were not
interrogating. If they had beeninterrogating, it is

Figure 9b. Multilateratiou coverage (without
photo)
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very likely that interrogationswould havebeen
successfulin the small gaps.

receiver characteristics. The gains in various
directions are affectedby the physical features(tail,
wings, etc.) of the aircraft. The testsshowedthat if
the vansdid not reply to different levels from a
particular receiver/transmitter,then they would do
so from someother one. This is becausethe
antennagains are different toward each
receiver/transmitter.
The highest power interrogation hasabout50
watts. This power would reachan airborneaircraft
about 13 nmi away. On the ground, this power
barely reachesacrossthe airport becauseof a
nulling effect causedby partial cancellationof the
direct ray by a ray bouncedoff the pavement.
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Figure 11. Whisper shout interrogation coverage

Whisper shout degarbling
The ability of whisper shout to interrogateonly
one transponderper interrogation wasevaluatedby
driving 2 vansequippedwith ATCRBS
transponderson the runways and taxiways, one
behind the other. Figure 12 showsthe results. The
gray tracesshow the route of the vans. The black
dots are the positions of the vanswhen they emitted
replies to whisper shout interrogationsfrom RU 0,
the filled triangle.
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Figure 12. Whisper shout degarbling

The top pair of plots show the replies of the
vansto the interrogation that wastransmittedwith
11 dB of attenuation.Inside the ovals, van #l
replied, but van #2 did not. This meansthat the
receiver/transmitterswould receive replies from van
#1 that were not garbled by replies from van #2.
The bottom pair of plots show that for the
interrogation with 19 dB of attenuation,van # 2
replied, but van #l did not. Thus, in this area,
ungarbledreplies for multilateration wereavailable
for both vans. Examination of similar plots for the
other interrogationsfrom RU 0, and from all the
interrogationsfrom the other RUs, hasshownthat
ungarbledreplies were available at every position
on the airport surfacethat was traversed.

Problems encountered
Severalproblems were encounteredat DFW.
First, although the intention was that all Mode S
positions would be associatedwith a Mode S ID,
and all ATCRBS positions with a Mode A code,
other codeswere seen, Consequently,dual or triple
tracks were formed on the sameaircraft. These
codescomefrom Mode C replies (from ATCRBS
transponders)elicited by TCAS, and from Mode A
and Mode C replies (from both transpondertypes)
elicited by the ASR interrogator at the airport.
Techniquesare under developmentto filter out the
redundantpositions/codesfrom thesereplies.
Another problem was incorrect positions
by replies received via reflections off of
buildings. Techniquesare under developmentto
recognizeand filter out thesepositions using track

The reasonthe vansreply to different whisper
shout interrogation powersfrom a given
receiver/transmitteris that the antennashave
different gainstowardsthe receiver/transmitter,
different cable losses,and different transponder

caused
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history and/or comparisonsof arrival times from
more than 3 receiver/transmitters.

Compatibility with other systems
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In summary,the long searchfor a methodto
provide accuratesecondaryradar beacon
surveillancewith aircraft ID over the whole airport
surfacehassucceeded,using the Mode S squitter
and whisper shouttechnologiesto provide signal
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will greatly improve the situational awarenessof
the groundcontrollers, and provide inputs to
automationfunctions, providing improvementsin
airport safetyand capacity.
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